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Reflections from the Front Lines of 5778

by Rabbi Shawn Zevit

A year ago, the expected world contained a palette of possibility
Now the planet pulses and pounds against our indifference

Daily assaults on our sensibilities rattle our conscience 
And taunt our deepest values as a nation and those

Forged in the near thirty years of our Mishkan Shalom’s 
communal foundry.

A year ago, many of us felt poised with 
hope and confidence in a new era of 
openness, caring and equity towards 
a more just and abundant society for 
all. We cheered that we had joined 
the global community to mitigate our 
ever-changing climate and deteriorating 
environment. However, different 
outcomes awaited us on the national 
and statewide scene. 

But we have tools that help guide the 
way.  Jewish values combined with our 
own Statement of Principles, invite us to 
rise above cynicism or apathy and get involved in life with discernment, 
commitment and compassion, not despite our current circumstance, 
rather, even more so, because of them.

Hillel offered two millennia ago that, and I paraphrase, “it is not upon any 
one of us alone to handle every challenge our world faces, nor are we 
free to sit in the stands while the action plays out and our Jewish, and 
Human values and our democracy is tested.”

How do we move forward in the face of devastating natural disasters, 
hurricanes, unfettered gun violence, emotional and sexual manipulation 
of women by men in power, battering of our precious and fragile eco-
systems, racial injustice towards people of color in particular, anti-
Semitism, Islamophobia,  the continued oppression of Palestinians by an 
increasingly undemocratic Israeli Government, attacks on immigrants, 
refugees and those longing to build a life in this country as many of our 
own families did? The list seems endless and exhausting; indeed, how do 
we move forward?
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How? We are already doing it. There are many 
powerful responses to recent and long-standing 
injustices that we have been participating in, especially 
since the new administration took control of the 
White House. You can click here to see the vast 
number of opportunities available for engagement. We 
will not allow our core values and democratic ideals 
to be railroaded.  As I offered during the High Holy 
Days:

Life’s fragility 
has perhaps never been more apparent 
than in this moment. 
Hear the silent longing we all hold- 
Give voice- esa ayni- raise your eyes, 
claim a life-enhancing focus
Choose to love in the face of hate
Choose and not wait
You can live your life to be right
Or you can live your life to love.

One of my favorite exchanges of Yom Kippur occurred 
when our president, Ellen Tichenor (continued healing 
blessings your way, Ellen!), called out “…but I want to 
win!” in response to our discussion. I agreed, and in 
fact whatever cause, issue or program we are involved 
in- I want to win too. I did not drive in the wee 
hours to the airport over the last three years to bear 
witness to the struggle of airport workers to lose 
the fight for a bare living wage.  And guess what? We 
DID win thanks to a loving, enduring and strategic 
campaign.

I have said, that ahavah or love in the Jewish 
tradition is not only a feeling of warmth, intimacy 
and connection. Love in the ancient Jewish and 
Rabbinic understanding means loyalty, follow-through, 
commitment, endurance, steadfastness, staying side by 
side for what is right, gathering those from the “four 
corners of the world” into our actions and hearts.  
It’s what we do  with our tzitzit during the blessing of 
love in our liturgy that leads us into declaring Shma! - 
Pay Attention! - we are all One, part of the Whole of 
Life. 

I want us to champion and transform ourselves, our 
city, country and world to get a big soul-centered 

and planetary sustainable win! I am also vigilant about 
our tendency to justify collateral damage and make 
those who do not agree with us “other” “less-than” 
or “losers."

As Rabbi Yael and I stated on the first morning of 
Rosh Hashanah, and as Rabbis Mordechai Liebling and 
Nancy Fuchs Kramer echoed, we must keep our eyes 
and focus on what sustains our life, our alive-ness. 

This New Year urges us to expand our vision and 
focus our energy and attention on the life of our 
planet, communities, our Mishkan, and own souls. We 
will reach for clarity and insight, so we can engage 
more fully with the expanse of life’s choices, blessings 
and challenges in clear, true and accountable ways.

And so how will each of us remain open and 
unprepared while being diligent, focused and 
passionately committed to what is life-enhancing?

We can become a hand to direct someone 
to a fountain of support, 
a comforting glance or embrace, 
a knowing wordless look
that speaks volumes of tenderness.
We may struggle to cry out,
Yet let us find purpose in our outrage and 
compassion, 
and let us not be consumed.

We are the blessings waiting 
to be shared with each other in these days to 
come. 
May the Source 
that is Life itself, 
be our guide to keep our focus 
on what is life-sustaining and generating- this is 
the moment we were made for
And we are a sacred community among 
communities 
in which we can rise together!

I look forward to continuing the dialogue as we study, 
pray, celebrate, eat and organize together in the year 
and years under the banner of spiritual activism and 
loving justice. Keyn Yehi- Let It Be!

Letter from the Rabbi
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by Rabbi Yael LevyA Way In
Dear Friends,

As the season turns us deeper into autumn and we continue to walk into 5778, let us continue to care well for 
each other and ourselves.  May our community strengthen us, may our traditions inspire us and may the beauty of 
creation and our love for each other guide us on.  Here is a reflection as we come to the one-year anniversary of 
the 2016 Presidential election:

The river this morning
Was quiet and calm.
It seemed to hold the light of a new day with ease.

I did my best to reach for gratitude.
The trees were shining,
Blue jays were calling,
People walking by paused to say hello.

And yet
Sadness, pain, rage and horror
Held me tight.

I gave thanks anyway.
Said my prayers.
And stood still until I could touch with my heart
     something I loved.

We have a long road ahead of us.
And we will need all of our wisdom and all of our strength.

Let us open to the gifts of practice, of tradition, of Shabbat.
As the sun goes down each Friday night, let’s pause together.
Let’s sing, eat challah and find joy in each other’s company.
And as the Shabbat day stretches before us,
Let’s take a break from listening to the news, reading
     commentaries,
Searching on-line for something that will help this al
     make sense.

We need to take time each week to rest, heal and 
     restore our souls.
Let’s listen to music,
Be with friends,
Walk in the woods,
And allow ourselves to be wherever we are.

We have a long road ahead of us
And we will need all of our wisdom and all of our strength.

The river was calm this morning as it received the
     falling leaves.
Its beauty offered a moment of grace.

   With love and blessing to all, 
   Shalom,  Rabbi Yael
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Dear All

The holidays were joyous, with fun in the Sukkah 
and a great Simhat Torah. Two of our students read 
from the Torah as it was unfurled around the room. 
We have now begun our regular curriculum and 
our elective program. Our Gimel class (3rd grade) is 
exploring each of their family’s immigrant past. They 
will perform a play to show what they learned in 
December.  The Sunday School class is taking on a 
Mitzvah for each month. The Vav (6th grade) class will 
start its study of the Holocaust. The Dalet (4th grade) 
and Hay class (5th grade) will be exploring with depth 
each portion of the Torah and with art activities 
related to the themes found there.

Our electives are offered on the second part of 
Wednesday night. They are active learning activities 
of topics that are not always covered by the regular 
curriculum. We have Cantor David teaching Torah Trop, 
Jonathan doing Calligraphy, Chana doing storytelling, 
and I will have the children create a baby (with clay 
and paper) and we will talk about and create Jewish 
life cycle activities. Our students usually like the 
electives and can choose one to be part of each 
learning period.

Our Tot Program has expanded this year.  We now 
give two opportunities for people with children under 
five to come to be part of a program twice a month. 
On our first Friday night, we had seven little children. 
What a wonderful time talking, singing and dancing 
together! On our first Sunday program, we had a 
small group but we had fun talking about Noah and 
the Ark and building Legos and singing. If you know 
anyone with little children, the program is free; we will 
meet one Friday night and one Sunday every month. It 
is a great way to meet other children and have a little 
Jewish time. This month we will be having Tot Shabbat 
on Friday, November 3,, and Sunday, November 19.
 

This month we also begin our special workshops 
for families whose children are going to be a Bar/Bat 
Mitzvah next year. The whole family comes and we 
discuss and do activities related to different parts of 
being Jewish and celebrating this life cycle ceremony. 
This month Rabbi Shawn will lead a workshop on 
interpreting Torah. The families will create a collage 
that will be the result of a section of Torah. 

On Sunday mornings, we have also had our own 
Elsie Stern teaching about prayer and related topics. 
The people coming to these sessions, a nice group 
of parents and other synagogue members who no 
longer have children in the School, have learned a 
great deal. Elsie is a great teacher and it is a wonderful 
way for adults to learn. Contact Jennifer Coburn if 
you are interested in participating.

Due to the heavy rain, we needed to postpone 
our Mishkanathon.  This great community-building 
and fundraising activity will be rescheduled for the 
springtime.

On November 12, we will be going bowling at the 
rink near the synagogue. All Mishkan members are 
invited. ($20 for an individual and up to $50 for the 
whole family.) This fee includes lunch, entrance, games, 
shoes and, for the adults, homemade beer by Odamis 
Fernandez Scheinbaum. Come join us on Nov. 12.
 
It's been a full and rich month at Mishkan Shalom's 
Congregational School. Please have a wonderful 
Thanksgiving,
    B’shalom,  Rivka

by Rivka JaroshCongregational School
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One Book Mishkan Book Discussion:
The First Love Story: Adam, Eve, and Us, 
    by Bruce Feiler

Sunday, December 3, 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Led by Dr. Lillian Sigal

We hope you’ll join us for the opening program of 
our 13th annual 
One Book Mishkan 
series. Always 
lively affairs, our 
Book Discussions 
provide a great 
way to connect 
with fellow One 
Book readers, share 
impressions and 
questions, gather 
with old friends 
and, hopefully, meet 
some new ones. 
Refreshments 
will be served…
of course! All are 

welcome.

We’re delighted that Lil Sigal recently retired from 
her long-time role as Library Committee Chair, 
returns to her oft-time role as Book Discussion 
leader. Here are her comments on the book 
and some questions she suggests keeping 
in mind, while reading:

Bruce Feiler’s The First Love Story: Adam, Eve, 
and Us takes the reader on a long personal and 
intellectual journey to argue that the story of 
Adam and Eve, in the book of Genesis, matters 
and provides a template for relationships of 
love today. A recent New York Times review of 
Steven Blatt’s book, titled The Rise and Fall 
of Adam and Eve, seems to imply that for the 
modern rationalist reader, Adam and Eve has 

no plausibility. So, even though 
Feiler and Blatt draw different 
conclusions about the Biblical 
story of the first two human 
beings, it is in fact relevant for 
deep discussion and exploration. 

Here are some thoughts to 
consider as you read our One 
Book choice:

1. How convincing is Feiler’s thesis?

2. What role does midrash play in his discussion? 

3. Does Feiler create his own modern midrash on the 
story?

4. Does the book ramble and digress too much, or does 
it have a structure that holds it together?

5. How has the Bible been interpreted by Christianity 
and other traditions as compared to Judaism?

I think you will find Feiler’s book very engaging, 
informative and thought provoking. I urge you to read 
it and bring your reactions to our discussion on Sunday 
afternoon, December 3, 4:00 - 6:00 p.m. However, even 
if you haven’t read the book, do come. Perhaps you will 
be inspired to read it!

Dr. Lillian Sigal, founding chairperson of our 
Library Committee, holds a Ph. D. in English Literature 
and has taught Bible and Religion at colleges and 
universities. She has a particular interest in interfaith 
relations, shared with her husband, Rabbi and New 
Testament scholar Phillip Sigal. (z”l). She served as 
editor of his work Judaism: The Evolution of a Faith.

Learn more about the Library Committee, 
our One Book, Bruce Feiler and upcoming 
One Book Mishkan programs: Visit our Library 
page at: www.mishkan.org or write library@mishkan.
org.  See you in the Library!

by Sharon RhodeLibrary Committee

http://www.mishkan.org
mailto:library@mishkan.org
mailto:library@mishkan.org


by Michael Ramberg

LIVE STOP—ENDING 
DISCRIMINATORY TOWING

In September we delivered more than 
3200 petition signatures to city leaders 
calling for changes to Live Stop, which hurts 
undocumented immigrants, American people 
of color and poor people. We work with 
POWER on this campaign and are now asking 
for organizations and businesses to speak up.
If you know of an organization or 
business that might support this 
campaign, please let me know! Email 
Michael Ramberg mvramberg at 
yahoo.com.

SANCTUARY IN THE STREETS

On the afternoon of Thursday, October 
5, many Mishkan members and dozens of 
others gathered around a shaky sukkah hastily 
erected across the street from ICE offices in 
downtown Philly in a vigil to support the 107 
Philadelphia immigrants who were detained. 
Rabbi Shawn and I led Hallel songs of strength 
and freedom and shared Maimonides’ 
teaching that the deepest joy of all comes 
from supporting those who are vulnerable, so 
gathering for a vigil demanding justice is the 
perfect activity for Sukkot, zman simchatenu, 
“time of our rejoicing.” Many other religious 
communities shared songs, prayers and 
readings and participants laid flowers at the 
entrance to the garage where ICE vehicles 
bring in detaine

http://sanctuaryphiladelphia.org/campaigns/live-stop-discriminatory-car-towing/
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Why Mishkan Shalom? 
Two New Members Respond

by Rachel and Billy Linstead-Goldsmith

Every year, one or two members of Mishkan Shalom are 
invited to share what Mishkan means to them and how 
their journey brought them to our community. This past 
Yom Kippur, Rachel and Billy Linstead-Goldsmith, who 
with their 2 year-old son Jack have been members for a 
couple of years, shared their reflections on Yom Kippur 
morning.

Rachel - I was not raised in the Jewish tradition, I 
was born to an atheist and an agnostic who did not 
feel welcome in houses of worship. They are kind and 
gentle people, and they instilled in me their value to 
make the world a better place, not through didactic 
explanation, but through their actions – my mom 
through her work as a therapist and my dad through 
his work as a journalist on the riots and revolutions 
beat in the 60s and 70s. They have been able to 
sustain their spirits and remain resilient with a steady 
diet of art, literature and music. 

But I found I needed something more. I wanted 
to engage with both the emotional weight of my 
mother’s work and the political implications of my 
father’s. Growing up in the very Catholic city of St. 
Louis, I longed for religion so it could sustain me. 
Not because of the security of an authoritative God, 
the privilege of moral superiority or the promise of 
heaven. It was a congregation I wanted.

Billy - I was raised in a conservative Jewish 
community. I went to a Hebrew Day School, we went 
to synagogue, I was Bar Mitzvah’ed. We built a Sukkah 
every year, had Shabbat dinner nearly every Friday 
night. Our home was always the place that everyone 
gathered at for the High Holiday meals. It was a 
wonderful community and my family still holds many 
of those friendships close. But it was somewhat of an 
isolated, even protectionist experience of Judaism. We 
enjoyed each other’s company and companionship, 
but we never widened our circles. We tried to 
contribute to issues facing Jews and Israel, but we did 
not work in our broader community. We concerned 
ourselves with the concerns of our community, 
without exploring the role or impact we could play in 
the communities that surrounded ours.

I learned about Reconstructionism in college and 
was immediately drawn to it. The attention paid to 
inclusivity and equity, its openness to interpretation 
while staying so grounded in and connected to the 
traditions that are so meaningful to me was refreshing 
and exciting. That was an academic experience 
without an immediate opportunity to be part of 
a community of practice. So when considering a 
congregation I had a good idea of what was important 
to me. I knew that I needed a place where I could 
experience Judaism in a different way than I had been 
raised in - an outward facing, engaging experience, 
strengthened by introspective study. A congregation 
that could come together to hope and to heal, to 
look up at one another and out at our society, and 
not just look down at the text of a book, however 
sacred. To honor and revere the ancient wisdom of 
humanity, while having the courage to prioritize using 
that wisdom for the sake of a better world.

Rachel - We are both fortunate in that we have 
found outlets in our professional careers that allow 
us to contribute to that vision of the healing of 
the world. It is rewarding work, and can also be 
exhausting work. As Rabbi Yael said so beautifully on 
Rosh Hashanah, as we move into this year of putting 
our eyes on life, we all need this community - now 
more than ever- to be a source of rejuvination in 
order to persevere. Mishkan is one of the few places 
that we have where we can set aside the weight 
of our jobs and the strife in the world, in order to 
reconnect with each other, with our community and 
with the divine energy that sustains us through the 
rest of our weeks, months and years. We all need 
a sacred place to sit with in fellowship to renew 
ourselves.

Billy - We came to Mishkan when we were getting 
ready to build our family. We knew we wanted a 
community of intention, a community where we 
could raise our son knowing that our values would be 
reinforced by the people around us and where they 
aligned with our faith. A place that would seek out 
partners to expand its impact. That would embrace 
the opportunity to learn from others what it didn’t 
know,  as much as seek to share its perspective with 
others. That is what we have found at Mishkan.
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Philadelphia Jewish Film Festival Coming Soon
by Julie Meyer

The 37th Philadelphia Jewish Film Festival is back 
and bigger than ever! With a fabulous new chair, 
Francine Tabas, at the helm, PJFF37 arrives on the heels 
of two extraordinary seasons – its celebratory (and 
record-breaking) 35th Anniversary and PJFF36, our 
“Double Chai” festival that took place amidst one of the 
most controversial American presidential races of our 
time. 

Though it may 
have some tough 
acts to follow, PJFF 
is ready to present 
the city’s community 
of film lovers an 
impressive line-up 
of 35 films 
(29 events) from 
20 different countries 
that will linger in 
hearts and minds 
for months 
to come.   

There are some exciting changes to the 
festival this season.  For the first time in PJFF's 
history, it is offering a select number of simultaneous 
screenings that will make it possible for patrons who do 
not travel into the city to still participate in the Festival.  
These screenings will take place on Sunday afternoons 
at 2:00 p.m., Sunday evenings at 7:00 p.m., and on 
Wednesday evenings at 7:00 p.m.  

Your attendance at these screenings will be vital to 
PJFF's effort to increase the number of silmultaneous 

showings throughout the suburbs. Invite your friends, 
family and co-workers to become patrons this 
November. Tell everyone you know to see the best 
new Jewish independent cinema from across the globe, 
and PJFF will be be able to expand its offerings of your 
favorite films in future seasons.  
 
PJFF is also excited to announce two new 
film categories. “Young & Independent” and 
Tikkun Olam. While all the films have broad appeal, PJFF’s 
Young & Independent films are especially recommended 
for patrons in their 20s and 30s. Our Tikkun Olam film 
category recognizes films that raise awareness about 
injustice and other important human rights issues 
around the world.   

In the past decade, thanks to your enthusiasm, 
patronage, and support, PJFF has come to be regarded 
as one of the top Jewish film festivals in the nation. The 
festival takes this honor very seriously and strives to 
offer you, our filmmakers, and notable guests the best 
festival experience possible.  

Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, please think of 
PJFF as your Jewish film festival. You do not need to 
be affiliated with any group or ideology to be a part 
of the PJFF community. You do not need to be Jewish. 
You just need to show up (preferably early!) with an 
open heart.  Any questions? Visit http://pjff.org/ or call 
The Gershman Y at (215) 545-4400   To see the 
full PJFF37 line-up, visit http://pjff.org/2016-2017-festival-
lineup/   

To see the full brochure (pictured above), click on: http://
pjff.org/wp-content/uploads/PJFF-fall-2017-09-12-17-1.
pdf

In BOMBSHELL: THE HEDY LAMARR STORY, director 
Alexandra Dean uses four “lost” interviews conducted with 
Lamarr in 1990 as the basis for a documentary whose mission is 
to offer voice to the woman Lamarr wanted the world to know. 
These rare recordings fulfill Lamarr’s desire to be recognized for 
her intellect and her inventions, the latter of which have arguably 
served as precursors to Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and GPS.

http://pjff.org/
http://pjff.org/2016-2017-festival-lineup/
http://pjff.org/2016-2017-festival-lineup/
http://pjff.org/wp-content/uploads/PJFF-fall-2017-09-12-17-1.pdf
http://pjff.org/wp-content/uploads/PJFF-fall-2017-09-12-17-1.pdf
http://pjff.org/wp-content/uploads/PJFF-fall-2017-09-12-17-1.pdf
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by Gene Bishop and Stephanie Shell

Mazel Tov
We offer a hearty mazel tov to Gabe Lopata and his 
family on his bar mitzvah.

Condolences
We send condolences to Susan Schewel and her 
family on the death of her mother, Rosel Schewel; 
to Chris Taranta and his family on the death of his 
mother, Rose Taranta; to Sharon Rhode and her family 
on the death of her mother, Joyce Rhode.  May Susan, 
Chris, and Sharon their families be comforted among 
al who mourn, and may Rosel’s, Jean’s, and Joyce’s 
memories be for a blessing.

Love and Support
This month we send our ongoing love, support, 
and prayers for healing to Mishkan members  Erica 
Eisenberg, Jane Lipton, Adam Tuttle, Claire Needleman, 
Robin Berenholz, Bernice Bricklin, Mark Goodman, 
Jane Hinkle, Denise Kulp, Robin Leidner, Nathan 
Horwitz, and Natalie Gorvine.

We also send ongoing love, support, and 
prayers for healing to all those Mishkan 
members in need of healing but who seek to 
remain private. 

We are keeping Carol Dombroski (mother of Brian 
Dombroski),  Natalie Caplin (mother of Wendy 
Caplin), Sheila Hyatt (sister of Maralin Blistein), 
Eleazar Shimon Hakohen ben Shoshana v’Ahron 
Yosaif (father of Rabbi Shawn Zevit), Sarah Rivka 
bat Elizabeth.(mother of Rabbi Shawn Zevit), 
Sarah Bradley (mother of David Bradley), Debra 
Singer(sister of Karen Singer), Patrick Windle (brother 
of Susan Windle), Sal Berenholz (father of Robin 
Berenholz), Jackie Berman-Gorvine (daughter-in-law 
of Natalie & Harold Gorvine), Lorna Michaelson 
(mother-in-law of Joe Brenman), Edgar and Eva 
Galson (father and mother of Wendy Galson and 
father-in-law and mother-in-law of Susan Windle), and 
Julie Post and Joseph Post (sister and father of Nancy 
Post), in our prayers as well. May they all experience a 
refuah sheleimah (full healing).

Please notify us if you want a name added to, 
or removed from, our “Ongoing love, support, and 
prayers of healing…” list.  

Are you receiving Acts of Caring 
via email?
Acts of Caring now goes out to all Mishkan members. 
It is our communication central for sharing life cycle 
events and community needs for help.  If you are not 
receiving Acts of Caring, please check your spam, 
or if you have gmail, your solicitations folder (Acts 
of Caring is distributed by Constant Contact).  If 
you unsubscribe from Ma Hadash, intentionally or 
accidentally, you will also be unsubscribed from Acts 
of Caring.  Please contact the office for clarification. 

Acts of Caring
Acts of Caring lets the Mishkan Shalom community 
learn about significant events in the lives of our 
members. In this way, we can reach out to one 
another in times of grief, illness, and joy. To reach us 
simply email : actsofcaring@mishkan.org.  

HINENI--HERE I AM
If you could use a little help because of illness, or joy 
(new baby!) or you know of a Mishkan member too 
shy to ask, please email actsofcaring@mishkan.org 
and we will reach out.  Hineni offers concrete support 
to members in need of short term help, including 
meals, visits, transportation, etc.  If you would like 
some help, but do not wish a public solicitation, please 
contact the rabbis, or actsofcaring@mishkan.org and 
we will speak with you privately and seek to arrange 
help.  Our Hineni coordinators are Lisa Mervis and 
Chris Taranta.  

Got Nachas? Sharing your good news is a marvelous 
way to connect our community! Please don’t be shy 
- send all lifecycle events you would like to be posted 
to our email address:  actsofcaring@mishkan.org. 

G’milut Hasadim / Acts of Caring

mailto:actsofcaring@mishkan.org
mailto:actsofcaring@mishkan.org
mailto:actsofcaring@mishkan.org
mailto:actsofcaring@mishkan.org
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General Donations
Meredith Barber and Michael Schwager – IHO 
Isaish’s Bar Mitzvah
Jane Brooks – IMO Ruth Barber
Larry Needleman and Andrea Madded – IHO 
Those Who Helped During a Difficult Time
Cindy and Steve Perkiss – IMO Cy Swartz
Lynda Simons – IHO Simcha Zevit
Peggy Walsh and Neal Shore – IHO Gabby 
Kaplan Mayer
Lisagail Zeitlin – IMO Parents Lynn Zeitlin and 
Gary Zeitlin

Holocaust Memorial Fund/Yahrzeit 
Memorial Fund
Erika Aaron and Marc Fliegelman
Marcy Boroff and Maria Veneziano
Jim Feldman and Sharon Sigal
Lisagail Zeitlin

Library Fund
Adam and Maralin Blistein
Joan and Saul Wider

Rabbis Discretionary Fund
Michael Beer – IHO Bob Kaufman and Jane Shure
Rivka Jarosh and Craig Cohen – IHO Ben and 
Nerja Marriage
Rivka Jarosh and Craig Cohen – IHO Lexis and 
Max Marriage
Rivka Jarosh and Craig Cohen – IMO Ruth 
Barber
Joyce and Martin Mann – IHO Conversion of 
Grandson, Benjamin
Larry Needleman and Andrea Madden – IHO 
Those Who Helped During a Difficult Time
Cindy and Steve Perkiss – IHO Libby’s Wedding

School Donations
Meridith Greenbaum
Victoriya Torchinsky-Field and Ben Field

Contributions

Kol Shalom is published monthly, September through June.
Editor: Eilen Levinson
Layout: Maralin Blistein

Distribution: Maria Paranzino

Contributors include:
Gene Bishop, Adam Blistein, Rivka Jarosh, Eilen Levinson, Yael Levy, 

Rachel and Billy Linstead-Goldsmith, Julie Meyer, Michael Ramberg, Sharon Rhode,
 Stephanie Shell and Shawn Zevit.

Email articles by the 15th of each month
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Richard Mark London-11/1-Heshvan 12
 Brother of Tsurah August 

Rose Rogul-11/2-Heshvan 13
 Mother of Jeff Gelles 

Margaret Forrester-11/3-Heshvan 14
 Sister of Anna Forrester 

Mary Morris Heiberger-11/4-Heshvan 15
 Wife of Richard M Heiberger 

Celia Eskowitz-11/7-Heshvan 18
 Marjorie Scharf 

Joan Scearce-11/7-Heshvan 18
 Mother of Marie Scearce 

Ben Shapiro-11/8-Heshvan 19
 Father of Stan Shapiro 

Morton Bober-11/10-Heshvan 21
 Father of Gail Bober 

Jacob Goldberg-11/12-Heshvan 23
 Grandfather of Cindy Rosenthal 

Sadie Goldberg-11/12/-Heshvan 23
 Grandmother of Cindy Rosenthal 

Dortha DeRosette Randolph-11/12-Heshvan 23
 Hadar Roizman & Elana Erdakos 

Samuel Breitman-11/14-Heshvan 25
 Father of Barbara Breitman 

Morton Perkiss-11/14-Heshvan 25
 Father of Steve Perkiss 

Daniel Quigley-11/14-Heshvan 25
 Father of Patricia Quigley 

Beatrice Brown Berman-11/15-Heshvan 26
 Mother of Phyllis Berman 

Pauline Fisher-11/15-Heshvan 26
 Mother of Lillian Sigal

Max Shapiro-11/15-Heshvan 26
 Father of Howard Shapiro

Min Kraff-11/17-Heshvan 28
 Mother of Sue Ellen Liebman

Larry Schlossberg-11/17-Heshvan 28
 Father of Dina Schlossberg 

Daniel Asher Berman-11/18/-Heshvan 29
  Brother of Phyllis Berman

Celestine Goldwyn-11/18-Heshvan 29
 Mother of Ron Goldwyn 

Robert Lipshutz-Saturday, 11/18-Heshvan 29
 Father of Debbie Lipshutz 

Maurice Acker-11/19-Kislev 1
 Father of David Acker 

Rebecca (Rae) Bernstein-11/20-Kislev 2
 Mother of Judith Bernstein-Baker 

Walter Weiss-11/21-Kislev 3
 Father of Ariel Weiss 

Marguerite Morris-11/23-Kislev 5
 Mother of Richard M. Heiberger 

Allen Stein-11/24-Kislev 6
 Father of Margot Stein

Sidney Gornstein-11/25-Kislev 7
 Father of Sharon Gornstein 

Leonard Edelman-11/26-Kislev 8
 Father of Joy Edelman Boonin 

Minnie Elwell-11/26-Kislev 8
 Mother of Stephen Elwell 

Sidney Fishbein-11/27-Kislev 9
 Gary Fishbein & Betsy Fernbach 

Dora Maligson-11/27-Kislev 9
 Great Grandmother of Wendy Galson 

Murray Young-11/27-Kislev 9
 Father of Mitchell Young

Bernard Silver-11/29-Kislev 11
 Father of Joel Silver 

Yahrzeits
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T'filot
Please join us for Torah Study every Saturday from 9:00 a.m. – 9:55 a.m.

Friday, November 3 – 7:30 p.m. – Kabbalat Shabbat Service, with Rabbi Shawn and Claire

Saturday, November 4 – 10:00 a.m. – Shabbat Service, with Rabbi Shawn

Saturday, November 11 – 10:00 a.m. – A Way In Service, with Rabbi Yael and Claire

Friday, November 17 – 7:30 p.m. – Kabbalat Shabbat Service, with Rabbi Shawn

Saturday, November 18 – 10:00 a.m. – Shabbat Service, with Rabbi Shawn, Claire and the Vav Class

Saturday, November 25 – 10:00 a.m. – A Way In Service, with Rabbi Yael


